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Positive Fundamentals Offsetting Trade War 
Risk 
 

1. The Fed has published a paper presenting a 
“shorter duration” yield curve, which gives a 
completely different picture, ie, it’s steepening.  
The ff/10-year yield curve may be distorted by 
the central bank balance sheets. 

2. Evidence continued to build last week that global 
growth is reaccelerating.  Citi’s global surprise 
index has clearly hooked up. 

3. Evidence continued to build that “inflation is 
moving up but not sharply”.  China’s core CPI 
slowed to just +1.7% y/y, and US core import 
prices slowed to +1.8%. 

 
 

Thanks for looking over the following SUMMARY. 
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Have a good weekend. 
 
Call me anytime: 646-287-7242 
 
Best regards, 

 
212-446-5617 
646-287-7242 
Ed.Hyman@evercoreisi.com  
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SUMMARY 
 
“(Don’t Fear) The Yield Curve” 
 
Dennis DeBusschere last week called our attention 
to a June Fed Paper with the above provocative title 
that focused on the shorter duration yield curve.  It 
concludes that the shorter duration yield curve is a 
better predictor.   
It’s now positive and steepening.  
It’s basically 3-month T-bill yields to yields 18 
months further out. 
This is the first time there has been such a 
divergence between the more classic yield curves 
and this one. 
We think that’s because central bank balance sheets 
are restraining 10-year yields. 
It’s worth taking a look (Fed Paper). 
It has worked better in the past. 
Please see chart on the next page. 
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“(Don’t Fear) The Yield Curve”       Contd 
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“(Don’t Fear) The Yield Curve”       Contd 
 
Over the past decade global central banks have 
increased their balance sheets by +$12t to almost 
$16t.  This helps explain why German bond yields 
were still below 40bp last week.  This is restraining 
US bond yields and flattening the yield curve. 
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“(Don’t Fear) The Yield Curve”       Contd 
 
 
 
 
 
Every week Oscar Sloterbeck’s team surveys 28 
multinationals that sell in or into Europe about their 
revenues. The survey strongly suggests that Europe 
is slowing.  This, along with ECB actions, helps 
explain why German bond yields are still below 
40bp, which helps explain why the US classic yield 
curve has been flattening (see next page). 
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“(Don’t Fear) The Yield Curve”       Contd 
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“(Don’t Fear) The Yield Curve”       Contd 
 
Global Short Rates are critical in our forecasting 
work.  First, GSRs are still below 2% with global 
inflation of 3%. 
Second, GSRs have edged down -5bp over four 
weeks. 
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Citi Global Surprise Index Hooks Up 
 

Over the past two weeks there has been a package 
of stronger economic data around the world: 
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Citi Global Surprise Index Hooks Up   Contd 
 
Every week Oscar Sloterbeck’s team interviews 21 
multinationals that sell in or into China about their 
revenues.  The survey strongly suggests that 
China’s economy is not slowing significantly.  
China’s PPI reaccelerated in June, and bank loans 
increased +1.0% m/m in June and +12.7% y/y. 
 
In any event, Don Straszheim last week outlined 
these 5 stimulative actions: 

1. Two more RRR cuts in 2H of 2018. 
2. The budget deficit to be over 3.5% of GDP this year. 
3. Individual tax cuts. 
4. Import tariffs cut for 2,000 products. 
5. Regulatory restrictions on business and consumers being cut. 

 
(CNBC) -- China plans to slash income taxes. Taxpayers earning 

$31,000 would see their effective tax rate fall -8 percentage points. 

 
 

(Economic Times) -- China will cut tariffs on goods from India, South 
Korea, Bangladesh, Laos, and Sri Lanka to zero.  

 
 

(WSJ) -- Regulators delaying the release of rules to curtail  
             risky lending. 
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“Inflation Is Moving Up But Not Sharply” 
 
• Last week’s US core CPI reading was tame, suggesting that the core 

PCE increased just +0.11% m/m and slowed to +1.93% y/y. 
• US core import prices increased just +0.01% m/m and +1.82% y/y. 
• China core CPI increased just +1.71% y/y. 

 
U of Mich’s survey of consumer inflation 
expectations ticked down to +2.4% in June. 
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 “Inflation Is Moving Up But Not Sharply”    Contd 
 
What follows is tedious, but over the past few weeks 
there has been a tsunami of examples of downward 
pressure on inflation.   
They are probably worth noting as a package: 
 
(IBD) -- Strong aircraft orders suggest ‘Air War’. 
(CNBC) -- New volleys in coffee wars. 
(CNBC) -- Amazon's e-commerce sales in the U.S. are expected 

to reach a staggering $258b, up nearly +30% y/y. 
(CNBC) -- Cisco, networking stocks drop on a report Amazon 

Web Services is considering selling network devices. 
(CNBC) -- Target, eBay, and other retailers pile on deals to 

compete ahead of Amazon Prime Day. 
(USA Today) -- Amazon is expanding its discounts for Prime 

members at all Whole Foods stores across U.S. 
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“Inflation Is Moving Up But Not Sharply”    Contd 
 
Over the past few weeks there has been a tsunami 
of examples of downward pressure on inflation.  
These help explain why consumer inflation 
expectations are still restrained (see page 11). 
 
(CNBC) -- Amazon to acquire PillPack.  
(CNBC) -- Delivery start-up Postmates expanding to 100 new 

cities and going deeper with Chipotle. This is the 
latest volley in the food delivery wars, which includes 
competitors Grubhub, DoorDash, and Amazon. 

(USA Today) -- Amazon to give Prime members $10 credit for 
Whole Foods if they spend at least $10. 

(CNBC) -- American Express shares rise after deal with Amazon 
for card aimed at small business. 

(WSJ) -- Walmart is talking to Capital One about taking over its 
store credit card. 

(WSJ) -- Activist investors are launching campaigns to pressure 
companies at a record pace. 

(CNBC) -- Thyssenkrupp and Tata expect annual synergies of 
$580m from their transaction. 
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“Inflation Is Moving Up But Not Sharply”    Contd 
 
Over the past few weeks there has been a tsunami 
of examples of downward pressure on inflation.  
These help explain why consumer inflation 
expectations are still restrained (see page 11). 
 
(WSJ) -- Oil’s new technology pushes out blue-collar workers. 
(CNBC)  -- A robot cooks and assembles burgers in 5 minutes at 

a San Francisco restaurant. 
(WSJ)  -- Target, Walmart automate more store tasks. 
(WSJ) -- JP Morgan sees more competition.  
(CNBC) -- Nordstrom plans to open more stores with no 

inventory in Los Angeles, New York. 
(CNBC) -- Coffee Bean & Tea Leaf to open 100 cafes in New 

York, heightening the city's coffee wars. 
(Reuters) -- Carrefour and Tesco says “strategic alliance” will 

cut prices. 
(Bloomberg) -- A recent agreement with pilots has driven down 

costs at Spirit Airlines. 
(CNBC) -- Pfizer says it will postpone price increases after 

discussions with Trump. 
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 “Easy Money” 
 
The examples below of “Easy Money” reflect global 
short rates that are still negative by 100bp and 
global central bank balances sheets of almost $16t! 
 
Last week there were 74 big-money announcements 
totaling $197b or at an annual rate of $10.2t.  This 
has been going week after week!  Here are last 
week’s top 10: 

1. Comcast increases cash offer for Sky to $34b, topping Fox. 
2. 21st Century Fox increases bid to $32.5b for Sky. 
3.  Broadcom to acquire CA Technologies for $18.9b. 
4. Pfizer separates $15b consumer health unit. 
5. Braskem sale to Lyondell Basell values petrochemical firm at 

$14.5b. 
6. COSCO Shipping wins U.S. security clearance for $6.3b OOIL 

deal. 
7. Tencent seeks to raise $4b in online music unit listing. 
8. Apollo to buy Nexstar for $3.8b. 
9. Evonik launches auction for acrylic sheet business, expects 

$3.5b. 
10. Walmart to sell Seiyu supermarket for $3.5b. 
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 “Easy Money”    Contd 

 
Stock market participants are focusing on today’s 
uncertainties, of which there are many. 
In contrast, companies are plowing ahead with deal 
after deal, focusing on positive fundamentals and 
the longer-run outlook.  They aren’t retrenching.  
The S&P is up almost +5% ytd and back above 
2,800. 
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“Easy Money”    Contd 
And here are a number of examples of liquidity in 
the system: 

1. PE dry powder: $1t 
2. US corporate cash: $2.7t 
3. US corporate cash held abroad: $2.5t est 
4. US corporate cash flow: $3.6t 
5. US consumer net worth: $100t 
6. Billionaires around the world: $9t 
7. Millionaires around the world: $70t 
8. Global central bank balance sheets: $16t 
9. Global M&A deals in 2018: $2.5t 
10. US tappable mortgage loans: $5.8t 
11. US share buybacks this year: $1t 
12. Russia to raise funds domestically: $80b 
13. Foreign funds into China: $70b 
 

 
Over the past eight years, tappable mtg equity has increased almost +$4t, about the 

same as the Fed’s $4t balance sheet. 
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Significantly Positive Real Fed Funds  
Typically Precede a Recession. 
 
Prior to the last recession, real fed funds were 
375bp.  
Today real fed funds are -80bp. 
Prior to the next recession, if real fed funds are say 
just 200bp and inflation is +3.0%, then nominal fed 
funds would be 5.0%. 
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U.S. Growth Still Strong 
 
EVRISI company surveys ticked down last week, but 
to a still strong 56.0, consistent with roughly +4% 
real GDP growth y/y.  The surveys have stabilized 
around 56.0 for the past four months. 
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U.S. Growth Still Strong    Contd 
 
Here are other data reported last week suggesting 
continued strong US growth: 
• Consumer Comfort increased AGAIN last week to a level consistent 

with +4.5% real GDP growth. 
• Consumer Sentiment ticked down in 1H of July but remained 

elevated. 
• EVRISI cap goods survey remained at a very strong 67.5 last week. 
• NFIB small business optimism remained at a very elevated level in 

June. 
• EVRISI state tax receipts survey increased to almost a new cycle 

high in June. 
• JOLTS remained elevated in May. 
• David Raso’s proprietary survey of North American construction 

equipment dealers’ sales outlook showed +11.1% y/y growth (see 
next page).  The survey was compiled over the last two weeks. 
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U.S. Growth Still Strong    Contd 
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U.S. Growth Still Strong    Contd 
 
The PPI for the US was changed significantly a few 
years ago from just commodities & mfg to include 
services, which now comprise 65% of the overall 
index.  We’re not sure why it’s increasing so much 
faster than the core PCE, but it means US nominal 
GDP is accelerating. 
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Investors Now Seem to  
Accept Trade War Risks 
 
Investors we surveyed three weeks ago were only 
10% bearish and few expected a trade war.  
 
Investors we surveyed two weeks ago were 85% 
bearish and most expected a trade war. 
 
Investors we surveyed this week were back to only 
17% bearish, but still expecting a trade war. 
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U.S. Is No Japan 
 
Over the past two decades, Japan nominal GDP has 
increased roughly +5% while US nominal GDP has 
increased roughly +130%. 
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Consensus Evercore ISI     Actual

Monday, July 16

UNITED STATES May June

1. Retail Sales +0.8% +0.6% +0.5%
 

 June July  

2. Empire Mfg +25 +20 +20

Tuesday, July 17

UNITED STATES June July

3. NAHB 68 69 69
 

4. Industrial Production -0.1% +0.6% +0.6%

U.K. Apr June

5. Employment Change +146.3 +110.3 +95.0

Wednesday, July 18

UNITED STATES May June

6. Housing Starts 1.350 1.325 1.350

7. Beige Book

Thursday, July 19

UNITED STATES Jul 7 Jul 14

8. Unemployment Claims 214 221 225

    4 Wk. Avg. 223 224 225

 June July

9. Phil Fed Survey 19.9 20.5 20.0

 May June

10. LEI +0.2% +0.4% +0.5%

Friday, July 20

CANADA May June

11. CPI   (Y/Y %) +2.2% +2.5% +2.6%

Apr May

12. Retail Sales -1.2% +0.8% +0.9%

Retail Sales, Industrial Production and Housing 

Are Key This Week. 
      We estimate the NAHB index edged up to 69 in July from 68 in June; the weekly ISI homebuilders’ 

survey suggests large homebuilders are ramping up activity.  Housing starts probably stayed high at 1.35 m 

in June, somewhat above the consensus;   building permits have been robust.   Retail gasoline prices 

dipped in June, which will weigh upon headline retail sales.   But even so, retail sales probably increased 

+0.5% after a +0.8% advance in May.  Finally, industrial production likely jumped +0.6% in June after 

slipping in May; motor vehicle assemblies accelerated. 

     Overseas, employment in the U.K. probably posted a good gain, and Canadian inflation continued to 

grind higher -- similar to the pattern in the U.S.  

Stan Shipley    07/16/18 
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Economic Estimates 

1 of 1 Stan Shipley 
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  EMPIRE MFG INDEX8:30   INDUSTRIAL PROD 9:15   MORTGAGE APPS 8:30

  June +25.0   May -0.1%   July 7 214  

  July +20.0 E +20.0 C   June +0.6% E +0.6%  C   HOUSING STARTS 8:30   July 14 225 E 221 C

  OPERATING RATE    May 1.350

  RETAIL SALES 8:30   May 77.9   June 1.350 E 1.325 C

  May +0.8%    June 78.4 E 78.3 C   BUILDING PERMITS  

  June +0.5% E +0.6% C   May 1.301   PHIL FED 8:30

  EX AUTO    NAHB 10:00   June 1.320 E 1.325 C   June 19.9

  May +0.9%    June 68      July 20.0 E 20.5 C

  June +0.4% E +0.4% C   July 69 E 69 C   FOMC "BEIGE" BOOK

  LEADING INDICATOR10:00

  MFG & TRADE INV10:00   May +0.2%

  Apr +0.3%   June +0.4% E +0.5% C

  May +0.4% E +0.4% C   

     

Jul 24  Jul 25 Jul 26  Jul 27

 

  NATIONAL ACT 8:30   MFG PMI 9:45   MORTGAGE APPS  8:30   REAL GDP 8:30

  June -0.15   June 55.4   July 14 225 E 221 C   1Q +2.0%

  July +0.1 E    July 55.0 E    NEW HOME SALES 10:00   July 21 225 E    2Q +4.0% E +3.8% C

  COMPOSITE PMI     May 0.689   GDP DEFLATOR  

  EXISTING HOME 10:00   June 56.2   June 0.680 E 0.668 C   1Q +2.2%

  May 5.43   July 56.5 E    2Q +2.4% E  

  June 5.50 E 5.42 C   DURABLE ORDERS 8:30

  FHFA HOME PRICE 10:00    May -0.4%   CONSUMER SENT 10:00

  Apr +0.1%   June +1.0% C +0.5% C   July 1H 97.1

  May +0.4% E    EX TRANS    July 2H 98.0 E

   May +0.0%

  RICHMOND MFG 10:00   June +0.8% E  

  June +20

  July +18 E    ADVANCE TRADE 8:30

  May -$64.8

  June -$64.0 E  

  KANSAS CITY MFG 

  ADVANCE RETAIL/WHOLESALE

     

  CONSUMER COMFORT

  UNEMP CLAIMS

Monday Jul 23

  CONSUMER COMFORT

  UNEMP CLAIMS
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adversely affect the price or value of, or the income derived from the financial instrument, and such investor effectively assumes such currency
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indirectly, may rise or fall. Estimates of future performance are based on assumptions that may not be realized. Furthermore, past performance is
not necessarily indicative of future performance.
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reflect opinions that are contrary to the opinions expressed in this research. Our asset management affiliates and investing businesses may make
investment decisions that are inconsistent with the recommendations or views expressed in this research.

Electronic research is simultaneously available to all clients. This report is provided to Evercore ISI clients and may not be redistributed,
retransmitted or disclosed, in whole or in part, or in any form or manner, without the express written consent of Evercore ISI. Receipt and review
of this research report constitutes your agreement not to redistribute, retransmit, or disclose to others the contents, opinions, conclusion or
information contained in this report (including any investment recommendations, estimates or target prices) without first obtaining express
permission from Evercore ISI.

This report is not intended for distribution to, or use by any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be
contrary to local law or regulation.

For investors in the UK: In making this report available, Evercore makes no recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any securities or
investments whatsoever and you should neither rely or act upon, directly or indirectly, any of the information contained in this report in respect of
any such investment activity. This report is being directed at or distributed to, (a) persons who fall within the definition of Investment Professionals
(set out in Article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Order”)); (b) persons falling within
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Applicable current disclosures regarding the subject companies covered in this report are available at the offices of Evercore ISI, and can be
obtained by writing to Evercore Group L.L.C., Attn. Compliance, 666 Fifth Avenue, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10103.

In compliance with the European Securities and Markets Authority's Market Abuse Regulation, a list of all Evercore ISI recommendations
disseminated in the preceding 12 months for the subject companies herein, may be found at the following site: https://evercore.bluematrix.com/
sellside/MAR.action.
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